2018 Sound Quality Classification Matrix

Stock
Can replace with same
size or smaller (no
modifications to opening)

Street

Mod Street

Modified

Modex
HU and HVAC can be
relocated, but other
gauges cannot be
relocated

Extreme

Master

Can modify opening to accept larger HU Factory opening may
be modified
but must maintain factory appearance
Anything goes
Replacing HU in factory location
Changing location of factory items (i.e.
Not allowed for
relocation or removal of center console, glove
anything forward of Bbox, etc.)
pillar
Not allowed except spare tire can be removed
Allowed except dash cannot be rebuilt
Anything goes
Battery can be
Main battery and
relocated or
alternator cannot be
multiple batteries
relocated and only one
can be installed,
alternator allowed, but
but single
secondary batteries
alternator in stock
Multiple batteries and multiple alternators allowed and can be relocated. Must be securely
Electrical
allowed
location
mounted (and covered if in a truck bed)
Any length rails
allowed but must
maintain two front
seats
Moving seats from their factory mounts
Not allowed
8-inch rails maximum
Anything goes
EQ
16 bands
Unlimited
External DSP/Amps with built-in DSP
Not allowed
Allowed
Computers
Not Allowed
Operate on 12V
Anything goes
120VAC equipment
Not allowed
Allowed
Door speakers can be
replaced with max of
8" (OEM with larger
Same size or
may be replaced by
smaller
replacement (0.5" same size). Factory
Same size or smaller
Door speaker locations
replacement (no cutting) can be trimmed) grills can be modified.
Door panels can be modified and fully rebuilt
Kickpanels allowed to Kickpanels or floor may
Allowed to mount one mount speakers but
be used to mount
cannot be vented
speakers and
additional pair of 6.5"
externally
enclosures
and 30mm tweeters
Custom kickpanels
Not allowed
Anything goes
One pair of external
Cutting metal to vent speakers externally
vents up to 4" in
forward of the B-pillars
Not allowed
diameter
Anything goes
Cannot protrude
more than 2" from Cannot protrude more Cannot protrude more
factory surface, no than 2.5" from factory than 3.5" from factory Cannot protrude more
30mm driver flush
more than a 2" surface, no more than surface, no more than than 4" from factory
mounted mounted with
A-pillar/Sail panel modifications
basic hardware
driver
a 2.5" driver
a 4" driver
surface
Anything goes
Can be up to 3" in
Can be up to 4.5" in
height and width, no height and width, no
Can be up to 4.5" in
Dash pods
Not allowed
more than a 2.5"
more than a 4" driver
height
Anything goes
Minor plastic cutting under factory grills in
dash allowed (not visible). Cosmetics of grills
may be altered (cover with cloth) but dash
2 dash cutouts up to
Dash modifications
Not allowed
cutouts cannot be enlarged.
6x10 inches allowed
Anything goes
Waveguides, horns, compression drivers
Not allowed
Allowed
Subwoofer for car or van without OEM
subwoofer forward of B-pillar
Install in trunk or rear most stowage area Behind B-pillars
Anywhere in the vehicle
Subwoofer for extended cab pickup trucks
Behind rear most or underneath factory seats Behind B-pillars
Anywhere in the vehicle
Subwoofer for 2 seat vehicles or regular cab PU
Can mount subwoofer underneath driver and passenger seats
Anywhere in the vehicle
For vehicles with subwoofer forward of B-pillar
Can replace with an upgraded subwoofer of same size but must
from manufacturer
retain factory enclosure
Anywhere in the vehicle
Dash pads
Not allowed
OEM specific but no more than 0.5" thick Can be custom made but no more than 1" thick
Window tint and exterior window coverings
used for judging
Allowed
Obscuring line of sight through any window
glass (excluding window tint and exterior
Not allowed forward of B-pillar (excluding provisions in A-pillar and
coverings)
Not allowed
pod rules)
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Anything goes

Anything goes

This is intended as a quick guide. For detailed ruling classifications, please refer to the complete rulebook.

